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ABSTRACT 
This paper presents a reduced order modeling approach for dynamic vapor compression cycles (VCC) based on a
trajectory piecewise­linear (TPWL) approximation and Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD). Unlike other model
order reduction techniques that apply to nonlinear dynamic heat exchanger (HX) models, the TPWL approach first
represents a finite volume HX model with a weighted combination of linearized models along some state trajectories.
Linearization points are selected by the k­means clustering algorithm, which enables control of the number of linearized
pieces. Then, each of the full order linear pieces is reduced by projection onto a POD basis to form a reduced order
TPWL model. Reduced order HX models were generated and integrated with other quasi­static component models
to complete a reduced order VCC model. Simulation results were compared with experimental data for cycle load­
change transients over a wide range of operating conditions. The proposed method is an alternative to a nonlinear
model order reduction framework that is presented in a companion paper (Ma et al., 2020) and may be particularly
useful for cases where it is challenging to stabilize nonlinear reduced order models. Comparisons were drawn between
these two approaches in terms of generalization, stabilization and computational efficiency. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Dynamicmodeling of vapor compression cycles (VCC) is critically important for many applications. The finite volume
(FV) method, which divides each heat exchanger (HX) into a set of fixed­length control volumes, has been demon­
strated to produce accurate and robust dynamic HX models (Bendapudi et al., 2008; Rasmussen, 2012). It captures the
complex thermo­fluid dynamics within a HX in a detailed manner, although the computational cost may be significant
due to the resulting high­order system of differential­algebraic equations. In particular, it is challenging to adopt the
FV method in applications that typically require real­time simulations such as control and fault detection. The moving
boundary (MB) method that segments a heat exchanger based on thermodynamic phases, on the other hand, received
wide attention for control applications because of its lower dimensionality and faster execution speed (He et al., 1998;
Rasmussen and Alleyne, 2006). However, the model complexity and inherent discontinuities associated with switching
model representations limit general application of the MB method. 
Model order reduction techniques provide a systematic way to reduce model dimensionality and speed up executions
while retaining dominant dynamics of the original full order models. Popular methods such as Proper Orthogonal
Decomposition (POD), balanced truncation and Krylov moment matching method have been successfully applied for a
range of engineering domains. Henrik andOlsson (2005) discussed feasible applications of balanced truncation, Krylov
subspace and POD for reduced order modeling of an evaporator. Dynamic responses of reduced order models were
compared under a perturbation of the working fluid outlet pressure. It was reported that different models showed similar
accuracy and the POD model had the lowest dimension. Ma et al. (2020) proposed a reduced order modeling strategy
for VCC by applying POD to high­fidelity FV heat exchanger models to generate nonlinear reduced order models, and
then coupling them with other component models to complete a reduced order cycle model. The POD is applicable to
both linear and nonlinear dynamic models through projection of governing equations onto a well established low­order 
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basis. However, in nonlinear cases the issue of computational complexity associated with evaluating the nonlinearities 
in reduced order models arises. Techniques for approximating nonlinearities should be used in conjunction with POD 
for efficient model reduction. More importantly, it was discussed in (Ma et al., 2020) that stabilization of nonlinear 
POD reduced order HX models is not guaranteed and could become challenging based on the choice of the reduced 
basis. 
This paper presents an alternative reduced order modeling approach for VCC which addresses the issues of nonlinear 
model reduction mentioned above. Since the computational complexity is inherently eliminated for linear systems 
and there have been extensive studies on stabilizing linear reduced order models by efficient algorithms, the basic 
idea is to apply POD to linearized FV heat exchanger models. Then an important step is to approximate the original 
nonlinear dynamics by a set of linearized models in a reliable way. A trajectory piecewise­linear (TPWL) approach 
was developed in Rewienski and White (2003) to represent a nonlinear system with a weighted combination of linear 
piece­models generated at different linearization points along a certain state trajectory. It has been reported to be 
successful for nonlinear circuits (Rewienski and White, 2003) and computational fluid dynamics (CFD) (Gratton and 
Willcox, 2004). In this paper, a TPWL representation of a FV heat exchanger model is described. Then a POD reduced 
order model is generated for each of the linear pieces and is stabilized if necessary, to obtain a reduced TPWL model. 
The approach is applied to a VCC with validations against experiment data, followed by comparisons to the nonlinear 
reduced order model presented in a companion paper. 
2. METHODOLOGIES 
This section describes the TPWL and POD approaches for general dynamical systems. A k­mean clustering algorithm 
is considered for selecting linearization points in the TPWL. Then a model order reduction framework based on the 
TPWL in conjunction with POD is established for FV heat exchanger models. 
2.1 Trajectory Piecewise­Linear Approach 
Developed in Rewienski and White (2003), the TPWL aims to fill the gap that although a reduced order linearized 
model is computationally inexpensive, it is usually not sufficient to approximate a highly nonlinear system or cover a 
broad input space relying on a single linearized model. The TPWL considers multiple linearization points in a weighted 
way. Assume that a nonlinear dynamical system is presented in the following state­space form: 
ẋ = f(x, u), y = g(x) (1) 
where x ∈ Rn denotes internal states, u ∈ Rp denotes control inputs, y ∈ Rq denotes outputs, f ∶ Rn → Rn and g ∶ Rn → Rq 
are nonlinear functions. A linearized model can be obtained at the state (x(i), u(i)) by an expansion and ignoring high­
order terms 
(i) (i)) + Ai(x − x(i)) + Bi(u − u(i))ẋ = f(x , u (2) 
y = g(x(i)) + Ci(x − x(i)) (3) 
(i) ∂fwhere Ai and Ci are the Jacobian matrices of f(⋅) and g(⋅) evaluated at (x , u(i)), respectively. Bi is evaluated at ∂u
(i) (i) (i)(x , u(i)). Consider that the linearization point (x , u(i)) is of a steady­state condition, which leads to f(x , u(i)) = 0. 
Also denote x̃ = x − x(i), ũ = u − u(i) and ỹ = y − g(x(i)), the linearized model becomes 
˙̃x = Aix̃ + Biũ (4) 
ỹ = Cix̃. (5) 
The goal is to select a set linearized models to capture the nonlinear behavior of interest. It is impractical to cover
the entire state space or input space, however, many engineering applications are confined to a certain range. This
motivates the idea of generating a collection of linearized models along a single state trajectory of the system in (1),
corresponding to inputs of typical operating conditions. As the state solution x moves along or lies near the “training
trajectory”, it is expected that the closest linearized model (Ai,Bi,Ci) will approximate the input/output response of
(i)the nonlinear system. Assume that each linearized model is valid within a high dimensional sphere centered at x ,
where the distance between the current state and linearization point is measured by the Euclidean norm ∥x − x(i)∥2,
by switching between different linearized models the relevant nonlinear dynamics can be accurately captured. A con­
ceptual illustration is presented in Figure 1 for a 2­D state space. Note that each linearized model may have different
convergence properties. 
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Figure 1: Valid region of a TPWL model composed of four linearized models along a training trajectory in a 2­D state 
space. 
Suppose a collection of m linearized models of (4) are generated at the linearization points {x(i), u(i) i = 1, 2, . . . , m}, 
the TPWL scheme imposes a weighted combination of linearized models as 
m m
(i) = ωi[Ai(x − x(i)) + Bi(u − u(i))]∑ ∑ 
i 1= 
ωiẋ̃ (6)ẋ = 
i=1 
m
∑ωi[Ci(x − x(i)) + g(x(i))] (7)y = 
i=i 
where ωi(i = 1, 2, . . . , m) are weights associated with each model which are normalized with ∑mi=1 ωi = 1. Rewienski 
and White (2003) proposed an algorithm to calculate the weights at each time step during online simulations based 
on the distance between the current solution and linearization points ∥x − x(i)∥2. The weighting algorithm serves two 
general purposes. First, it ensures that weights are continuously changing so that the TPWL model is continuous for 
numerical integration. Second, it forces the closest linearized model to become dominant rapidly. Therefore, during a 
simulation the TPWL model reduces to a linearized model most of the time. One of the reasons for rapidly switching to 
a dominant linearized model is that it reduces numerical issues such as chattering, especially when the current solution 
moves to the middle of several linearization points. More importantly, certain properties of the TPWL model can 
be predicted by the dominant linearized model. For example, assume the Jacobian matrices Ai (i = 1, 2, . . . , m) of 
linear pieces are all Hurwitz. When multiple weights are nonzero, it is possible that the A matrix of the overall system 
becomes unstable, since a linear combination of Hurwitz matrices is not guaranteed to be Hurwitz. The following 
procedure is used to compute the weights: 
1. For i = 1, 2, . . . , m compute di ∶= ∥x − x(i)∥2. 
2. k ∶= min{di ∶ i = 1, 2, . . . , m}. 
3. For i = 1 −βd /k, 2, . . . , m compute ωi ∶= e i . 
4. S ∶= ∑mi=1 ωi 
5. For i = 1, 2, . . . , m compute ωi ∶= ωi/S. 
In the above algorithm, β is a positive constant that controls how fast the dominant model switches from one to another.
As mentioned above, the switches should be fast enough for stability concerns. β = 60 is adopted throughout this
work. 
The one remaining procedure to complete the TPWL is to select the linearization points along a training trajectory.
Rewienski and White (2003) and White et al. (2003) proposed an online­mode selection algorithm that starts with
generating a linearized model at the initial state, and then simulats the nonlinear model while monitoring the distance
between the current state and the linearization point. Once it exceeds a predefined threshold, a new linearized model
is generated. This procedure is repeated until a given number of models are obtained. There are two issues concerning 
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these steps. First, simulating the nonlinear model is required every time a new linearization point is to be determined, 
which is computationally expensive for many large­scale nonlinear systems. Second, the total number of linearized 
models to be generated is considered as an input to this algorithm. Without prior knowledge of the system or certain 
indications, it may be difficult to select an appropriate number, while conducting numerical experiments to gain insights 
is expensive as mentioned in the first issue. A k­means clustering method is applied in this paper. Since a selection 
algorithm based on monitoring distance to the linearization points aims to cover a broader state space near the training 
trajectory (See Figure 1), a k­means clustering algorithm (Dougherty, 2012) suitably fits the objective of minimizing 
the total distances to a fixed number of data points within a data set. Then the centroid of each cluster is a linearization 
point. The procedure for generating the linearized models is summarized below, 
1. Simulate the nonlinear model along a training trajectory. 
2. Collect the state vectors at each time step. 
3. Apply k­means clustering to the state date set for k (k = 1, 2, . . . ) clusters and calculate the sum of point­to­
centroid distances of all the clusters S(k) = ∑ki=1 ∑
p
j=1 ∥xj − xi0∥2 (xi0 is the centroid point of cluster i, xj is a state 
vector within that cluster). 
4. Determine the final number of linearization points when S(k)/S(k = 1) < δ (e.g., δ = 0.5) 
Note that this an offline operation and only needs to simulate the nonlinear model once. 
2.2 Proper Orthogonal Decomposition 
Reduced order models can be obtained by projecting the full order model onto a low­dimensional basis. The POD 
method constructs a particular basis which is optimal in representing a set of state trajectory samples. Given a finite 
collection of observations X ∈ Rn×p for internal states of a dynamical system (typically obtained from simulating the 
full order nonlinear model), the POD produces an orthonormal basis V ∈ Rn×k (VTV = Ik, k < n) that minimizes the 
projection error ∥X−VVTX∥2 F in terms of the matrix Frobenius norm ∥⋅∥F. The POD basis dimension k can be determined 
by observing the singular values of the matrix X. Here the ratio of amount of energy captured by the POD basis to the 
total energy is used (Kunisch and Volkwein, 1999) 
∑ki=1 σ2 iE(k) = (8)
∑ni=1 σ2 i 
where σi is the ith singular value and E(k) > 99.99% is set to determine k in this paper. 
After obtaining an orthonormal set of POD basis vectors V = [v1, . . . , vk], the state vector is expanded as a linear 
combination of the POD basis 
k 
x =∑aivi = Va (9) 
i=1 
where the coefficients vector a represents the reduced order states. Substituting into (4) and projecting the equations 
onto the POD basis yields a reduced order linearized model 
˙̃  Aiã + B̂i˜ (10)a = ̂ u
ỹ = Ĉiã (11) 
(i) ̂ ̂ ̂where ã = a − a , Ai = VTAiV, Bi = VTBi, Ci = CiV, and a(i) is the projection of each linearization point in the reduced 
(i) (i)space that a = VTx . Note that the reduced order matrices can be pre­calculated before the online simulation. 
Projecting each of the linearized models generated by the TPWL in this way results in a set of reduced order linear 
pieces with the same dimension. Therefore, it is natural to combine the TPWL with POD to obtain a reduced form of 
the weighted linear models. The corresponding reduced order model generated by the TPWL­POD framework then 
becomes 
m 
ωi[Âi(a − a(i)) + B̂i(u − u(i))] (12)ȧ =∑ 
i=1 
m 
y =∑ωi[Ĉi(a − a(i)) + g(x(i))] (13) 
i=i 
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The weights ωi are computed using the algorithm introduced in the previous section. However, the distance now 
becomes ∥a − a(i)∥2 instead of the full order state. It is important to note that the POD may result in an unstable 
reduced order model in (10) although the full order linearized model in (4) is asymptotically stable. One should check 
the stability of each reduced order piece after projection onto the POD basis, and stabilize the unstable pieces. The 
stabilization approach proposed by Amsallem and Farhat (2012) is applied in this work. 
2.3 Reduced Order HX Models 
A FV formulation of a counter­flow heat exchanger with a refrigerant is considered. Assume that an incompressible 
liquid is employed as the secondary fluid. As a result, a system of the refrigerant mass and energy balances, the tube 
wall energy balance and the secondary fluid energy balance is formulated for each control volume. Refer to Bendapudi 
et al. (2008) for the derivation and assumptions of a FV heat e
governing equations of the jth control volume are: 
xchanger model in a water chiller. The descretized 
( 
∂ ρj dp dhj 1+ ( 
∂ρj) ) = ( ṁr,j−1 − ṁr,j)
∂p dt ∂h dt Vjhj p 
(14) 
∂ρj dp ∂ ρj dhj 1(hj − 1) + (hj + ρj) = ( ṁr,j−1hj−1 − ṁr,jhj − Q̇r,j)∂p dt ∂h dh Vjhj p 
(15) 
˙dTt,j Qr,j − Q̇w,j= 
dt Mt,jcpt 
(16) 
dTw,j ṁwcpw(Tw,j+1 − Tw,j) + Q̇w,j= 
dt Mw,jcpw 
(17) 
where p, h, and ρ are the refrigerant pressure, enthalpy and density, respectively. V is Volume, ṁ r is the refrigerant 
mass flow rate, Q̇ r is the refrigerant­to­tube heat transfer rate. Tt, Mt and cpt are the tube wall temperature, mass and 
specific heat, respectively. Tw, Mw and cpw are the water temperature, mass and specific heat, respectively. ṁ w is the 
water mass flow rate, Q̇ w is the tube­to­water heat transfer rate. Applying the refrigerant pressure, enthalpies, tube 
and water temperatures as internal states for a model of N control volumes, and through an elimination process of the 
refrigerant interface mass flow rates, the above system of ordinary differential equations (ODE) can be converted to a 
state­space form 
E(x)ẋ = f(x, u) (18) 
where the state vector x ∈ R3N+1 and input vector u ∈ R5 are 
x = [p, h1, . . . , hN, Tt1, . . . , TtN, Tw1, . . . , TwN] (19) 
u = [ṁ r,i, ṁ r,e, hi, Tw,i, ṁ w,i] . (20) 
Note that the above FV formulation in (18) has a descriptor form, which differs from (1) of the standard ODE form.
However, the linearized FV model remains identical to the form of (4), which enables application of the proposed
TPWL­POD approach. 
3. RESULTS 
3.1 Reduced Order Modeling for VCC 
The proposed methodology was applied to a R134a centrifugal chiller system presented in Bendapudi et al. (2008).
First, nonlinear models of a condenser and evaporator were simulated corresponding to a series of inputs that drove
the models through 26 operating conditions. Discretiztion using 15 control volumes was applied to each HX model.
State vectors were collected at a time interval of 1 second as a training trajectory. However, linearized models were
only generated at those steady­state operating conditions in this paper. Then a k­means clustering was applied to select
linearization points based on the sum of point­to­centroid distances S(k) (See step 3. of the selection procedure in
Section 2.1). The ratio S(k)/S(1) (k = 1,2, . . . ,26) was plotted in Figure 2 for both HXs. The number of linearized
models was determined when the ratio was below 0.5 in the present work, which resulted in two linearized models for
both HXs. Since the nonlinear HX model was approximated by two linearized pieces, the dimension of the full order
TPWLmodel was 46, while 92 linear equations needed to be evaluated to capture the dynamics. The linearized models
were simulated given the same inputs that fed into the nonlinear model for collecting samples of the state trajectories. 
18th International Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Conference at Purdue, May 24-28, 2021 
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Figure 2: The sum of point­to­centroid distances for different # of linearized models. 
After that, the POD bases were extracted from the data, and the reduced order linearized models were constructed 
by projection. The resulting POD basis of the condenser consisted of 12 linear modes, while the POD basis of the 
evaporators consisted of 10 modes. Dimensions (sum of the condenser and evaporator) of internal states as well as 
ODEs in the final nonlinear, the full order TPWL, and the reduced order (denoted as TPWL­POD) VCC models are 
summarized in Table 1. The HX models were coupled with other component models for cycle simulations. The inputs 
to the complete cycle model consist of water inlet temperatures and flow rates for condenser and evaporator, and the 
chilled water set point temperature. 
Table 1: Dimensions of internal states and ODEs in different models 










3.2 Model Validations 
Simulations were carried out in Dymola using the Radau IIa solver and default relative error tolerance of 10−4. Re­
frigerant thermodynamic properties were evaluated using the property library CoolProp with the TTSE interpolation
scheme implemented (Bell et al., 2014). Cycles with the nonlinear, full order TPWL and reduced order HX models
respectively, were simulated to predict transient responses over the entire data set of 26 operating conditions. Figure
3 to 5 show result comparisons of the refrigerant condensing and evaporating pressures, water exit temperatures, and
compressor motor power over a sequence of all operating conditions. It can be seen that the TPWL model and reduced
order model (TPWL­POD) predictions are nearly identical to those of the original nonlinear FV model, and they all
agree well with the measurements. 
Simulation speed is of essential importance for real­time simulation applications. A model that can be executed faster
than the real time is generally required. Simulation speed is measured by the real time factor (RTF) which is the ratio
of CPU time taken to run the simulation and the length of time that is simulated (Pangborn et al., 2015). The nonlinear
model has a RTF of 0.0155. RTF of the TPWL model is 0.0024, which yields an 84.5% savings of simulation time
compared to the nonlinear model. The reduced order model TPWL­POD has a RTF of 0.0018, which further saves 25% 
of simulation time compared to the full order TPWL model, and leads to an overall 88.4% computational time savings
compared to the nonlinear model. It is interesting to see that significant computational savings come from reducing
the nonlinear model to the TPWL model, though the TPWL model consists of more ODEs. This can be attributed to
the linearization process. Note that the nonlinear FV model has the descriptor form and matrix inversion needs to be
carried out at each time step of the numerical integration, which is computationally expensive. On the other hand, it is
acknowledged that significant computational requirements for simulating VCC models are associated with evaluation
of refrigerant thermodynamic properties (Ma et al., 2018). In the nonlinear HX model, properties like density and its
partial derivatives with respect to pressure and enthalpy need to be calculated to evaluate the nonlinear dynamics. In
contrast, the linearized model can completely eliminate these calculations. 
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Figure 3: Refrigerant condensing (high) and evaporating (low) pressures. 
4. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION 
This paper presents a model order reduction framework for generating reduced order VCC models based on the tra­
jectory piecewise­linear approach and Proper Orthogonal Decomposition. The nonlinear heat exchanger model is
approximated by a weighted combination of linearized models where the linearization points are selected by a k­
means clustering method. Then reduced order models are constructed by projecting the linearized models onto a POD
basis. The proposed methodology was applied to a VCC system. The simulation results indicate that the reduced
order model leads to an 88.4% computation time reduction compared to the nonlinear model with negligible prediction
errors. 
Comparisons can be drawn between the proposed TPWL­PODmodel reduction framework with the nonlinear reduced
order modeling scheme POD­DEIM presented in a companion paper (Ma et al., 2020) regarding generalization, sta­
bilization and computational speed. First, since it is infeasible to cover the entire state space by generating linearized
models when assuming a linearized model is accurate only near its linearization point, the TPWL­POD approach in
this paper focuses on a “training trajectory” in the state space, and applies a group of linearized models along this
trajectory to approximate the nonlinear system. In other words, it is expected only to capture the nonlinear dynamics
when the state is close enough to the fixed trajectory. However, in the POD­DEIM method, nonlinear reduced order
models are directly constructed from the original system, and are reported capable of capturing the dynamics of the
original system corresponding to the state space and input space that are not involved in generating the reduced or­
der models. Therefore, the POD­DEIM scheme features a better generalization. Second, the global stability of the
nonlinear reduced order model extracted by the POD­DEIM is not guaranteed. Since the stability of a POD reduced
order model is both system and basis variant, a nonlinear reduced order model could become unstable as the state
evolves. More importantly, even ensuring the local stability could be challenging when groups of internal states are
projected onto different reduced bases (this is found to be beneficial for preserving accuracy). In contrast, efficient
stabilization algorithms are available for stabilizing the linearized models in this work, and each of these models are
guaranteed to be stable once it is stabilized, although a linear combination of the linearized models could also become
unstable. Finally, both approaches generate reduced order VCC models that run much faster than the real time. It was
observed that the TPWL­POD reduced order model was 2.8 times faster than the POD­DEIM one. This makes sense
because the TPWL­POD model consists of a smaller number of internal states as well as ODEs. Further, the simpler
linear dynamics and an elimination of evaluating thermodynamic properties play an important role in the computational
speed. 
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Figure 4: Water exit temperatures of the condenser (high) and evaporator (low). 
Figure 5: Compressor motor power 
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NOMENCLATURE 
ṁ Mass flow rate [kg/s] 
Q̇ Heat transfer rate [kW] 
cp Specific heat [kJ/(kg ⋅ C)] 
h Specific enthalpy [kJ/kg] 
M Mass [kg] 
p Pressure [kPa] 
T Temperature [C] 
t time [s] 
V Volume [m3] 
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